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Cooling nanoelectronic devices below 10 mK is a great challenge since thermal conductivities

become very small, thus creating a pronounced sensitivity to heat leaks. Here, we overcome these

difficulties by using adiabatic demagnetization of both the electronic leads and the large metallic

islands of a Coulomb blockade thermometer. This reduces the external heat leak through the leads

and also provides on-chip refrigeration, together cooling the thermometer down to 2.8 6 0.1 mK. We

present a thermal model which gives a good qualitative account and suggests that the main limitation

is heating due to pulse tube vibrations. With better decoupling, temperatures below 1 mK should be

within reach, thus opening the door for lK nanoelectronics. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5002565

Reaching ultralow temperatures in electronic transport

experiments can be key to novel quantum states of matter

such as helical nuclear spin phases,1–3 full nuclear spin polari-

zation,4 quantum Hall ferromagnets,4 or fragile fractional

quantum Hall states.5,6 In addition, the coherence of semicon-

ductor and superconducting qubits7–9 as well as hybrid

Majorana devices10–13 could benefit from lower temperatures.

With this motivation in mind, we built a parallel network of

nuclear refrigerators14 to adapt the very well established tech-

nique of Adiabatic Nuclear Demagnetization (AND)15–17 for

electronic transport experiments. In this approach, the concept

is to cool a nanoelectronic device directly through the elec-

tronic leads, which remain effective thermal conductors also

below 1 mK. Each wire is cooled by its own, separate nuclear

refrigerator in the form of a large Cu plate. However, despite

recent progress,18–25 it remains very challenging to cool nano-

structures even below 10 mK. Due to reduced thermal cou-

pling, these samples are extremely susceptible to heat leaks

such as vibrations,25 microwave radiation,26,27 heat release,17

and electronic noise.20

Metallic Coulomb blockade thermometers (CBTs) have

been established as precise and reliable electronic thermome-

ters,18,28,29 operating down to 10 mK and slightly

below.21,22,24,30 These typically consist of linear arrays of Al/

AlOx/Al tunnel junctions with metallic islands in-between,

consisting mainly of copper, see Fig. 1. The array divides the

electronic noise per island by the number of junctions in

series. This makes them less susceptible to electronic noise,

but thermal conduction via Wiedemann-Franz cooling is not

very effective through a series of resistive tunnel junctions.

For this reason, the islands were enlarged into giant cooling

fins,29 providing a huge volume for effective electron-phonon

coupling and cooling through the substrate. At low tempera-

tures, however, this eventually fails due to the very strong T5

temperature dependence of the electron phonon coupling.

On-chip nuclear demagnetization of the large fins offers

itself as an elegant solution for a CBT array, providing local,

in-situ cooling without having to go through potentially inef-

fective tunnel barriers or an insulating substrate. The large

volume of the metallic islands now is taken advantage of as

the spin reservoir of an AND refrigerator. At sufficiently low

temperature, the electron-phonon coupling becomes so weak

that the islands decouple thermally from the substrate, thus

giving a low heat leak, as desired for efficient cooling.

Previously, AND was applied to AlMn based single electron

transistors31 above 100 mK and to CBTs with electroplated

islands24 down to 4.5 mK after AND. In both cases, the

reduction of the electronic temperature was roughly a factor

of two and the cold time a few minutes. In a home-built wet

dilution refrigerator with the base temperature below 2 mK,

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic with CBT enclosed in a copper box (yellow), con-

nected to Ag-epoxy microwave filters (grey), and glued onto a Cu plate

(orange) with Ag-epoxy. (b) Electron micrograph (false color) of the CBT

island (volume� 42 000 lm3), with tunnel junctions (inside yellow rectan-

gles) to adjacent Al/AlOx/Al/Cu pads. (c) Zoom-in of a tunnel junction from

(b), showing the overlap (white rectangle) between the top layer (Al/Cu,

brown) and the bottom layer (Al/AlOx, blue).
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an electronic temperature of 3.8 mK was reported22 without

AND but with a CBT placed in a 3He cell.

In this Letter, we perform AND in both the Cu plates in

the leads and the massive CBT islands, thus combining

direct on-chip cooling with a reduced external heat leak ema-

nating from the leads. We obtain significantly improved

cooling, lowering the electronic temperature by a factor of

8.6, from �24 mK down to 2.8 6 0.1 mK with much longer

cold times of a few hours. We present a simple model giving

a qualitative account of the cooling cycle. The performance

and in particular the precooling temperature are limited by a

heat leak caused by the pulse tube vibrations of the cryo-free

dilution refrigerator. With improved decoupling, the micro-

Kelvin regime in nanoelectronics should be within reach.

The present experiment is performed on a cryo-free plat-

form,25,32 where each of the 16 leads is equipped with its

own nuclear refrigerator (see Fig. 1), consisting of two moles

of copper. The system allows for cooling of the Cu pieces

down to TCu ¼ 150 lK,25 see supplementary material for

details. To integrate the CBT, it is placed inside a Cu box,

see Fig. 1(a), which will also be demagnetized and further

shields the CBT from high frequency radiation, arising, e.g.,

from higher temperature stages of the refrigerator. The Cu

box is equipped with coaxial MMCX connectors and con-

nected directly to additional Ag-epoxy microwave filters.30

The microwave filters used here are made from rather thick

copper wire (0.35 mm instead of 0.1 mm) and contain a

thicker and longer copper core, thus facilitating direct

demagnetization of the filters themselves. The Cu box and

the microwave filters are glued onto a Cu nuclear refrigerator

with conductive Ag-epoxy in order to ensure good thermali-

zation. The CBT consists of an array of 16 large metallic

islands with 1 lm2 AlOx tunnel barriers in-between, as

shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). This gives a device resistance

of 150 kX and provides a rather small charging energy of

Ec� 6.5 mK, thus allowing accurate thermometry down

to�2 mK.33 The islands are of almost macroscopic size (Cu

layer� 810 � 260 � 0.2 lm3), making available a large reser-

voir of nuclear spins for demagnetization.

In order to obtain the electronic temperature of the

device, we measure the 2-wire differential conductance g of

the CBT as a function of the bias voltage Vbias by means of a

standard low-frequency lock-in technique using a few lV of

AC excitation. Figure 2(a) shows typical conductance traces,

measured at various refrigerator temperatures, as indicated.

Due to Coulomb blockade effects,34 the zero bias conduc-

tance g0 is suppressed below its asymptotic, large bias value

gT. Both the width and the depth of the conductance dip are

commonly used for thermometry.18,29 While fitting the full

conductance trace allows one to use the CBT as a primary

thermometer, using the depth of the zero bias dip requires

pre-calibration and thus can be used only as a secondary

thermometer. However, the primary mode is prone to over-

heating due to the large applied DC bias. This effect

becomes particularly important at the lowest temperatures,

illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The conductance g0 measured while

permanently remaining at zero bias35 is clearly lower in con-

ductance (dark blue marker)—and thus also lower in temper-

ature—than the one obtained from a bias sweep at the

same refrigerator temperature (dark blue trace), also see

supplementary material. Therefore, the CBT is used in the

secondary mode here for the rest of this work.18,29,30

The normalized Coulomb blockade zero bias dip dg¼ 1

– g0/gT is given by the third order expansion29

dg ¼ u=6� u2=60þ u3=630; (1)

for sufficiently small u (see below), where u¼Ec/kBTCBT,

and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The inset of Fig. 2(b)

shows the measured dg as a function of temperature TCu (red

circles) along with a fit (solid black) performed in the high

temperature regime above 30 mK using Eq. (1). The fit deliv-

ers the charging energy Ec¼ 6.5 6 0.1 mK, which now

allows us to convert the measured dg into TCBT for the whole

temperature regime, thus providing the calibration of the sec-

ondary thermometer. The fit agrees very well with the data

for high temperatures, but weak overheating is seen at lower

temperatures TCBT � 30 mK, see Fig. 2(b), inset.

The CBT calibration curve Eq. (1) becomes more

benign at the lowest temperatures, where a much larger

change in dg is required for a given change in TCBT com-

pared to high temperatures. Thus, a small deviation in dg has

a very small effect on the temperature reading, and the cali-

bration curve becomes more accurate at the lowest tempera-

tures. The validity of Eq. (1) was investigated in detail in

Ref. 33, showing that an accurate temperature reading to

within �10% error or less is obtained as long as u � 3. In

practice, this means that the obtained CBT temperature,

shown in Fig. 2(b) as a function of Cu plate temperature TCu,

would be quite precise down to roughly 2 mK.

FIG. 2. (a) Bias dependence of the differential conductance g normalized

with the high bias conductance gT, shown for various Cu plate temperatures

TCu. An in-plane field B¼ 0.375 T drives the Al thin films normal. The zero

bias conductance (dark blue circle, measured after equilibrating at TCu ¼ 7

mK) remains clearly below the bias sweep (dark blue curve). (b) CBT tem-

perature TCBT versus TCu. The diagonal dashed line indicates ideal thermali-

zation TCBT ¼TCu. The inset shows the normalized zero bias conductance

dip dg as a function of TCu. A fit using Eq. (1) is done over the high tempera-

ture, well thermalized regime TCu � 30 mK (solid black curve) and delivers

the charging energy Ec of the device as the only fit parameter. The dashed

curve indicates the low temperature extension below 30 mK of the fit with

the same Ec.
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In the second part of this Letter, we address the simulta-

neous adiabatic nuclear demagnetization of the CBT and its

leads. AND is a single shot technique comprising three

stages. First, magnetization of the nuclear spins at a large ini-

tial magnetic field Bi ¼ 9 T is performed. Then, the actual

demagnetization is carried out down to a final field Bf of

0.375 T. Finally, the warm-up stage commences, where a

heat load warms up the system until the magnetization is

exhausted. Here, Bf is limited by the critical in-plane mag-

netic field required to break the superconductivity in the Al

thin films present in the CBT.

Upon increasing the magnetic field to 9 T, a large amount

of heat due to the magnetization of the nuclear spins has to be

drained into the mixing chamber in order to polarize the

nuclear spins during precooling, depicted in Fig. 3(a). The

heat switches of the parallel refrigerator network are therefore

driven normal to obtain a strong thermal link to the mixing

chamber. While TCu [orange markers, Fig. 3(a)] eventually

closely approaches the mixing chamber temperature TMC (red

solid curve), the CBT temperature (blue data) is increased

much more during ramping of the magnetic field to Bi ¼ 9 T

and saturates well above TMC, indicating a significant heat

leak onto the CBT and a weak thermal link between the CBT

and the Cu plates. After precooling for almost 3 days, we

obtain TCu � 10 mK and TCBT � 24 mK, which sets the start-

ing point for the nuclear demagnetization.36

In the second AND step, shown in Fig. 3(b), the nuclear

stage is thermally decoupled from the mixing chamber (heat

switches in the superconducting state) and the magnetic

field is ramped down slowly to its final value Bf ¼ 0.375 T.

This reduces the nuclear spin temperature according to

Tf ¼ Ti � Bf=Bi for an ideal adiabatic process, where Ti and Tf

denote the initial and final temperature, respectively. The

efficiency n � 1 of the process can be defined as the ratio of

the realized and the ideal, adiabatic temperature reduction14

n¼ Ti/Tf � Bf/Bi, where n¼ 1 corresponds to perfect adiaba-

ticity. The AND process for the Cu plates [orange markers in

Fig. 3(b)] is almost ideal (orange dashed line), resulting in an

efficiency n � 0.9. A larger deviation is observed for the

CBT (compare blue data and dashed blue lines), resulting in

n � 0.35. However, despite the reduced efficiency for the

CBT, we obtain a significant reduction in CBT temperature

by a factor of 8.6, giving a final TCBT of 2.8 6 0.1 mK. These

error bars result from the uncertainty in Ec, obtained from

the curve fit in the inset of Fig. 2(b). The present measure-

ment shows significantly improved AND efficiency com-

pared to previous works22,24 and constitutes an important

step towards the lK regime.

To get more insight into the thermal coupling of the

CBT to its environment, we monitor the warm-up process

after AND, shown in Fig. 3(c). While TCu remains almost

constant during the twenty hours period of time investigated

here (increase by less than 50 lK), the CBT starts to warm

up immediately and reaches an equilibrium value of 7.5 mK

after eight hours. Furthermore, the CBT conductance does

not recover its low temperature zero bias value when return-

ing to zero bias after performing a bias sweep of the CBT

after AND (not shown). Instead, it saturates at 7.5 mK, while

the Cu plates are still well below 1 mK. These observations

indicate a rather limited spin reservoir due to the finite size

of the CBT islands as well as a significant heat leak due to

applied bias, in a limit where the CBT is well decoupled

from the Cu plates. This indicates that the AND process

directly demagnetizes the CBT, while little cooling power is

provided externally from the Cu plates.

In order to obtain a more quantitative insight, a simple

thermal model is developed [schematic in the inset of Fig.

3(a)] to capture the main features of the experiment. For the

Cu plates and the CBT islands, we have three different ther-

mal subsystems, namely phonons, electrons, and nuclei. We

note that at low temperature, the largest contribution to the

specific heat by far is provided by the nuclei. Electrons are

coupled on the one hand to the nuclear bath by the hyperfine

interaction via the Korringa link17 and on the other hand to

the phonon bath by means of the electron-phonon interac-

tion. Hence, nuclei and phonons are only indirectly coupled

through the electronic system.

The CBT device with its large metallic islands is in prin-

ciple connected thermally to the Cu plates through its elec-

tronic leads and through its substrate. While for a single

FIG. 3. (a) Various temperatures as a function of the precooling time, as

labeled. The inset shows a schematic of the thermal model. (b) Evolution of

various temperatures during the AND process. Blue and orange dashed lines

indicate ideal cooling of CBT and Cu plates, respectively. (c) Warm-up

curves for various thermometers. The model is shown as the black dashed

curve for all panels.
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tunnel junction,21,37 the two low-resistance reservoirs adja-

cent to the junction can be cooled efficiently through the

electronic leads, Wiedemann-Franz cooling turns out to be

weak for a CBT consisting of an array of resistive tunnel

junctions separating the islands from the leads. Given the

insulating substrate on which the CBT resides, there is only

the phonon degree of freedom available for transferring heat

between Cu plates and CBT islands, thus again giving only

weak coupling. This phonon process contains several ther-

mal resistances in series, namely, the weak electron-phonon

coupling in the CBT islands (negligibly weak resistance in

the Cu plates due to their much larger size), the acoustic mis-

match at the metal-semiconductor interfaces giving rise to a

Kapitza boundary resistance,17,38 and finally the weak ther-

mal conductivity within the insulating substrate itself. In the

presence of a finite heat leak onto the CBT islands, these

weak thermal links lead to a significant temperature differ-

ence between CBT and Cu plates and associated long time

constants, as observed, particularly during precooling.

Given such a limiting bottleneck between Cu plates and

CBT islands, we assume the electronic, phononic, and

nuclear temperatures within the CBT itself to be well cou-

pled (bold arrows in the schematics) and equilibrated. Thus,

in a simplified model, the CBT is taken as a single thermal

system carrying the nuclear specific heat and is assumed

to be weakly coupled to the Cu plate through _Qcoup

¼ AðTp
CBT � Tp

CuÞ (dashed arrows), where the coupling con-

stant A and the exponent p are fit parameters. Assuming a

single cooling mechanism, p¼ 5 corresponds to electron-

phonon coupling, while p¼ 2 indicates Wiedemann-Franz

cooling for a single island. Besides the coupling mechanism,

a parasitic heat load _Qpar to the CBT is assumed to subsume,

e.g., electronic noise, heat release, or pulse tube eddy current

heating (see supplementary material).

We obtain qualitative agreement between the model and

data for all three stages of the AND process—precool,

demagnetization, and warm-up—using a single coupling

constant A¼ 7.6� 10�12 W/K3, and a static parasitic heat

leak (during precool and warm-up) of _Qpar ¼ 32 aW per

island. However, a substantially increased dynamic heat load

of _Qpar ¼ 485 aW has to be assumed during demagnetization

in order to explain the low demagnetization efficiency in

Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, we allow for a weak temperature

dependence of the coupling exponent p, reducing its value

from p¼ 3.2 during precool to p¼ 2.7 during demagnetiza-

tion and further down to p¼ 2.5 for the warm-up process.

Thus, we are seeing slightly lower exponents as temperature

is decreased from precool to AND and warm-up. This is con-

sistent with Wiedemann-Franz cooling gradually taking over

from electron-phonon cooling as temperatures are lowered.

Similar exponents were obtained in earlier works.18,22,29,30

Under the above assumptions, the thermal response of the

CBT is qualitatively captured by the model.

We note that significant temperature differences

between electronic and nuclear systems would lead to initial

cooling effects during the warm-up process due to the much

smaller static heat leak compared to the dynamic case. This

is in contrast to the measurements, thus supporting the

hypothesis of equilibrated subsystems within the CBT. We

also observe that the parasitic heat determined from warm-

up curves of the Cu plates25 is similar to that obtained from

the CBT model here.39 This suggests that both the cooling

power and the parasitic heat leak scale with the volume and

the area of copper used. This is confirmed with measure-

ments on a different CBT (see supplementary material),

showing very similar demagnetization performance despite

CBT islands which are about 150 times smaller in area and

volume. Thus, the predominant heat leak does not couple in

through the leads of the CBT (e.g., electronic noise or exter-

nal electronic heat leak) but rather through the area or vol-

ume of the islands. This is consistent with pulse tube eddy

current heating, microwave absorption, or material heat

release. We note that FFT spectra, taken from the electronic

noise across the CBT, show a frequency comb with a spacing

of 1.4 Hz, the pulse tube frequency (see supplementary mate-

rial), thus suggesting an important role for pulse tube

vibrations.

In conclusion, we demonstrate simultaneous on-and-off

chip magnetic cooling of a CBT with an efficiency n of 35%,

thereby lowering the device temperature by a factor of 8.6

from 24 mK down to 2.8 mK. The CBT remains colder than

the dilution refrigerator mixing chamber for more than

6 hours. Future improvements include improved microwave

filtering, reduction of vibration induced eddy current heating

due to active damping, better mounting, and rigid fixing of

the support structure of the nuclear stage to the mixing

chamber shield and magnet support assembly.40 This should

improve the currently inefficient precooling process as well

as reduce the large dynamic heat leak and thus reduce the

final temperature after AND.

See supplementary material for the details on sample

fabrication, the experimental setup, CBT mode of operation

and thermalization at zero bias, further warmup of the CBT

upon heating three Cu plates, consistent AND data from a

second device with larger EC and smaller islands, and inves-

tigation of electrical noise and vibrations.
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